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Strike May Affect Other Unions
By TIM BARR
The laborers’ union strike could
,,t.ty have an effect like the
..ard in a line as it tumbles
!tie rest of the stack.
sling to union policy, if one
on strike and has posted
another union cannot
he picket line with equipmen.
It is at San Jose State Col where Laborer’s union local
,u6. which is working on campus
arstniction went on strike May
1. Their president, Harry Whiteise said. "Personally. I think
going to be a short strike."
.aid he based his prediction
. fact that this is the peak
el season for construction,
rough
,..tairers have had

Cart Check-Up
Deadline Today

winter with bad weather, and theplentifulness of jobs, once the
strike is over.
The laborer’s are asking for a
seven and one half hour work
day with a paid lunch "hour" tone
half hour). "It was reported by
one source we were asking for
$2.02 per hour raise. This is over
100 per cent of what we actually
asked. At no time did our demands exceed a $.90 raise," said
Whitehouse.
With the laborers off work, the
other four basic trades, construction teamsters, carpenters, cement
finishers and operating engineers
will not cross their picket lines.
Whitehouse said his laborers
will not strike military projects,
or hospital construction, and that
it is in the process of restoring
work at a school construction program in the valley.
George Van Sickle, superintendent at 0. E. Anderson co., builders
of the Education building at SJS,
said he was sorry to see a strike.
"Because these things cost everyone money. Everyone loses on a
strike."
Aubrey Dailey, financial secretary of the carpenter’s local said
his group had extended its negotiations until May 15 and were not
on strike. He said the only group
on strike at present is the
laborers.

With the Lambda Chi Alpha
pushcart relays scheduled one
week from today, Jim Anderson
and John Machi, co-chairmen of
the 11..0,11111 y’s annual event, have
announced that today is the final
day for organizations entered in
the compet ition to have their carts
checked and approved.
The safety check will be made
at the Lambda Chi house on 13th
at. Each driver will have to stop
his cart within a 20 yard area.
last year there were several mishaps because the driver was not
able to control the cart.
n organizations
Twenty seve
have entered carts in the competition. The races will be run off j
Democratic candidates for the
in two different divisions. The
25th assembly district, Henry
men will compete in division A.
Hammer, Fred Rheinheimer and
while the women organizations
Don Cornish, are scheduled to dewill run in the B division. There
bate in Morris Dailey auditorium,
will be a total of 17 events, and
May 8 at 3:30 p.m., acall but eent 17, which is the Tuesday,
to Jim Avery, vice presisweepstakes, will be staggered be- cording
dent of the Students Against Comtween the two divisions.
club.
The raves, to be run at the munism
Dr. William Stanton, associate
Santa Clara fairgrounds, will feaalso a
ture a parade with each organi- professor of economics,
for the
zation entered in competition par- Democratic candidate
debate, said yesticipating. The parade is sched- 25th, declining to
not
uled to begin at 3 p.m. with the terday in an interview, "I will
group whose
pushcart competition beginning debate before any
sole aim is to embarrass Demoimmediately afterward.
The fraternity is also in the cratic candidates."
The SJS Democratic club voted
process of selecting their Pushmeeting
cart Relay Queen, which is also yesterday In an executive
a yearly event. Six girls remain, not to co-sponsor the debate with
and from these six, one will be SAC.
Dr. Frederic Weed, head of the
crowned queen of the relays. The
will
girls still in the competition are political science department,
Barbara Clark, Alpha Chi Omega; serve as moderator at the event,
Avery. Each candiSharon Main, Royce hall; Lani according to
Lathnia Della Gamma; Pauline date will have 10 minutes to speak
French. Washburn hall; Margie and five minutes for a rebuttal, the
Davidson. Kappa Delta, and Ann SAC vice president said.
Manful] Hoover hall. The fraterniiN will crown one of the girls
(peen this weekend.
Last ,..Jr the relays were run
Weekly student immunization
an a
arranged on the streets shots are being given in 1111130
around ii.’ dorms. The event was from 1-4 p.m. today. Shots include
Moved haok to the fairgrounds diphtheria -tetanus,
typhoid and
thi, ye, to insure better safety polio boosters, smallpox vaccinaI .iitanued on Page!
tions and influenza immunizations.

3 Demo Candidates’
For 25th District
Join SAC Debate

Shots Today

Siddoway Leaves Campus,
Accepts Position in Utah
Winiain It. Siddoway, assistani
to the president and research c,,
ordinutor at San Jose State, ha,
resigned to accept the appoint
mere tif director of admission,
and records at
Brigham You ii.
university, Provo, Utah. His resit:
nation is effective July 1.
Siditoway joined the staff al
SJS in 1956 as an instructor in
Personnel management and industrial relations. The following
Year.
while ..ttving as assistant to Vice
h’esIdent William Dusel, he was
altbilint41
to launch
a research
Program’ for the college.
As director of the Research and
Field Service center Siddoway en"‘"irsged faculty members to en.
Stage in research projects and ha,
surveyed sources of research
f"ilds Two years ago he became
WILLIAM R. SIDDOWAY
une of Pres. John T Wahlquist’s
... receives Utah post
assistants.
Sida,,way was horn in Vernal, from the University of Utah and
h. and attended public schools an M.B.A. degree from Indiana
these Ile received a B.S. degree university.

EASE USE
EMPORARY
WALK

By MANUEL ROBLF.S
A charge of election code violation, which could result in an
appeal of the ASH vice presidential race results, marred the first
day of balloting in the student
body elections yesterday.
Junior representative Steve
Larson, candidate for ASH vice
president, was called before the
election board last night for having exceeded the limit of space
allowed by regulations for paid
Ivertising’in Spartan Daily.
Advertisements endorsing Lar,on, which appeared in the newspaper Wednesday and Thursday,
totaled 60 column inches, which
the board charged far exceeded
the permissible 40 inches.
NO ACTION NOW
NO action

en against this’ candid.,’.Erdman added, how.,.. -1. that if
because after discussion the rsal) 1...triit.ft triumphs by a ’AIM marconceded that the regulation in gin hi- will appeal. Under the ASB
question is segue and can be Ill- eons! t utiun, Erdman has,, ’24 hours
ti.r eleetion result, are made
terpreted aft it number of ways
After a brief closed door ses.,ion, known to appeal to the ASH juthe board recommended that Lar- diciary through the election board.
Candidate Larson, pressing fur
son and opposing candidate Bill
Erdman meet in private to seek an immediate settlement. said that
a solution which would be agree- since his advertising surpassed the
limit by 20 inches, he was willing
able to both.
After the meeting. Erdman said to pay for that many inches of
he would wait until he learns the advertising for Erdman in toelection results tonight has-fore- tak- day’s issue.
ing action.
CAN’T ’UN -1)0’ DAMAGE
The sophomore representatiVe , Erdman declined the offer saypointed out that if he is victori- ing, "I don’t teel that at this point
ous, or if his opponent wins by there is anything that can am -do’
"a large margin." he will take it the damage that has been done."
as an indication that no appreLarson agreed that his opponent
ciable damage was done, and will, has been damaged, but added that
The. rnal or
the infraction was an honest one.
He said that his interpretation
of the rule was that candidates
are allowed 40 advertising inches
!per day. On this basis, he ex I plainest, he purchased one advertisement of 30 inches in the Daily,
and fre-hrnan representative Bob
Pisano, a Larson supporter, bought
atiother.
eXpil’s at approxianti
CONTROVERSIAL RULE
mately the same time.
The controversial rule reads,
To implement the amendment "Each candidate and political party
this semester, the plan calls for shall be limited to a total of 40
appointing two "short term" jus- inches of paid advertising in the
tices immediately, with tenures Spartan Daily." Election board
ending in the last four weeks of members, two of whom took part
the fall semester. After that time writing the rules, said that the
the amendment would then be regulation can be construed to
strictly followed.
mean 40 inches per day,
week,

Elections End Today;
Amendment on Ballot
TIME OFF FOR CHATStrikers on the Hathaway construction
job on the five -story parking lot fake time off to explain strikers’
position to an SJS gardener. The strike threatens to spread to
Pbob. by Bob 1141
other campus building projects.

ssemblyman Raps
Superintendent’s Talk
In criticizing the California legislature for cutting $640.000 intended for research in state colleges from the state budget, Dr.
Roy E. Simpson, state superintendent of public instruction, drew
fire from the chairman of the assembly education committee yesterday.
Dr. Simpson spoke at a luncheon in the SJS faculty dining
room Wednesday as part of the
Founders’ Day celebration. If,.
told a small audience, incleet.
new Chancellor Glenn S. Dunike
and SJS Pres. John T. Wahlquist,
that higher edueatiOn "needs to
have more freedom from the legislature . . . These words are dynamite, but they need to be said
by somebody."
Richard T. Hanna (fl-Fullertotal, chairman of the assembly
committee, called Dr. Simpson’s
words "extreme" and said the retiring top state educator had "not
done credit, to himself."
Hanna said the cut had occured
in the senate and that the assembly had approved a reduced
amount.
Explaining his part in mapping
out the master plan for higher
education itt 1960, Dr. Simpson
told the Founders’ Day dignitaries:
"It was our intent that the legislature could say how much
could lx’ spent because it is tax
money. But it was never our intent to limit the progress of our
state colleges . .. We need these
funds to attract the kind of personnel we must have."
Dr. Simpson plans to retire in
January, but refused to name his
choice as successor.
"I hope you look well in your
selection." he remarked. "Not all
of the nine (candidates’ are quadified. A few are."
Dr. Simpson revealed at the

luncheon honoring Dr. Dumke
that the new chancellor had been
his first choice for the chancellor’s
position, "with all due respect to
the man who faded out on us." He
referred to Dr. Buell Gallagher,
the original chancellor of state
colleges who resigned in February
after only seven months in office.

’Fontainbleau1 Ball
Scheduled Tonight
The Santa data county fairgrounds pavilion will be transformed into "Fontainbleau" tonight for the annual spring formal
sponsored by the ASH social affairs committee.
Tickets are still available free
to student body card holders in
the Student Affairs business office. TH16, according to Sue Bertotti, social affairs corruntttee
chairman.
Dress for the 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
affair is dressy dress for women
and suits for men.
More than 100 dozen carnations
and numerous fountains will tits’,
rate the pavilion, Miss Bert.: 1.
said.
Although the dance is free to
the students, the students actually paid for this dance when they
paid their student body fees, explained Miss Bertotti. More than
$1800 is being spent on preparations for the formal.
From the Venetian room of the
Fairmont hotel in San Francisco,
Ernie Heckscher and his orchestra will play for the dance. Featured are SJS singers Dianna
Hubble and Mike Brandt.
The dance is being held on a
closed night, one with no other
organization planning any activity.

world wire
NAT() FORNI, NUCLEAR PARTNER:OM
ATHENS ’UPI’ The ’,AT() powers yesterday drafted a threestage plan by which the United States and Britain will set up a
partnership with their European allies on the use of nuclear weapons.
A highly placed source said the plan will be presented for review to
the full-dress meeting of the foreign and defense ministers of the 15nation alliance under way here.
TRAIN DISASTER CLAIMS 128 LIVES
TOKYO tUPD Two passenger trains and a freight train collided on the outskirts of Tokyo Wednesday night in one of the worst
accidents in Tokyo history. One hundred twenty-six persons were
reported dead and 22.3 injured in the three-way collision at suburban
Mikawashima station. One commuter train and the freight brushed
each other on parallel tracks near the station, and three coaches of
the commuter train were derailed. Then another commuter train
crashed into the derailed coaches, causing one of them to tumble
down the railway embankment, trapping passengers inside.
INDIA PROPOSES NUCLEAR COMPROMISE
GENEVA (LTD India presented a compromise plan yesterday
calling for East and West to open their territory to international
inspection by gradual stages during a period of general and complete
disarmament. The plan was put before the 30th plenary session of
the 17-nation Disarmament conference by Indian delegate Arthur lall
in an effort to bridge the gap between Soviet anti Anglo-American
stands,

An amendment to the student
body constitution which would end
the terms of ASB judiciary members at alternate semesters, is
included on the ballots in the
campus elections ending today.
Student Council approved the
proposal for this election at its
meeting Wednesday after the plan
was submitted by the ASB judiciary.
Polls in front of the cafeteria
and Spartan bookstore will remain
open until 4:30 p.m. today, election board chairman Carlton Parks
said yesterday.
Under the amendment, five of
the seven judiciary members would
be appointed for a one-year term
by the president elect following
the general ASB spring elections.
The remaining two members
would be appointed for an identical
term during the last four weeks
of the fall semester.
ASB Chief Justice Joseph Stroud
ot3inted out that this would be
beneficial in that the terms of
the two groups would not expire
at the same time, thus allowing
a "continum of at least two justices." Stroud said this would give
the judiciary at least two persons
with experience from the previous
semester at all times.
Presently, all seven justices are
named after the spring elections

or per campaign. The rule was
intended to mean 40 inches per
campaign, according to the board.
I In other election developments,
election board chairman Carlton
Parks reported a heavy first day
-out. probably exceed.out.

Htu-O-Kamaaina
Luau Preparation
Will Begin at 4 a,, , -r

Parks urged voters to read the
Preparation, for tomorn rw eve.
fling’s Hawaiian luau sponsored by voting regulations before entering
Hui-O-Kamaaina, SJS Hawaiian the voting stalls. He said a great
club, will begin at 4 a.m, accord- number of ballots were disqualiing to Steve Fujii, club president. fied last night due to minor inEarly-rising club members will fractions .such as marking with
begin by digging the "Min" or pencil instead of the required X
underground oven for roasting a stamp found in the booths.
Polls, in front eat the cafeteria
pig. The finished product will be
served to the public at 6 p.m. in and S pa rtan bookstore, were
scheduled to open at 8:30 and will
the women’s gym.
Tickets are available in the close at .1:30 p.m.
Student Affairs business office.
3 FOR PRESIDENT
TI-116, anti will be sold at the door.
ASH vice president Bill Hauck,
Adult prices are $3 and $1.50 for senior Brian Paddock, and junior
children under 12.
Richard Rubacher continue Lneir
The Hawaiian feast will include ehase for the presidency today,
poi, baked yams, Hawaiian salad, heading a list of 26 candidates for
fresh pineapple, passion fruit 14 positions.
punch and coconut cake.
I Larson, Erdman, and junior Bill
The main course of kalua puaa. ’ Sumner vie for the student vice
underground roast pig, will take presidency in the only other connine hours of cooking time and tested office.
four hours of advance preparaAll other executive posts are
tion, Fujii said.
Ion a white ballot. The offices of
Beginning at 4 a.m, a fire is executive secretary, treasurer. and
tutilt in the imu in front of the lattorney general are being sought
Wamen’s gym and smooth porous by junior Robert Weers. junior
stones are heated until red hot. Jim Sperling, and senior class
America as "The Adventurer," The whole pig in the meantime is president Mb.hael Harris, respecsecond program in a series of four rubbed with rock salt. The hot tively.
covering "The U.S. in the Pacific," rocks are placed in the pig.
"The pig should be ready for Its’
will be surveyed by Dr. Peter
Buzanski, assistant professor of into by ft a.m.," according to Fuji!
history, on tomorrow’s 11:30 am.1 The pig is wrapped in chicken
The discovery by two American
weekly "Perspective" television,’ wire and Ti leave and placed in hunters lost in the Scottish highthe Ti leaf lined imu. Finally it
show on KNTV. Channel 11.
lands of a magic village forms the
Professor Buzanski will explore’ is covered with another layer of action of tonight’s Friday Flick
the manner in which the burgeon- Ti leaves and water soaked burlap ,"Brigarloon" in Morris Dailey auing U.S. reached its continental
ditorium rat 730.
-Actually the pig is not cooked
dimension, at the same time scatThe village comes to life once
tering its interests abroad over by the hot ground but by the hot
rocks inside," Fujii explained. every 100 years and is in the
the Pacific.
midst of celebrating a fair and
In covering the U.S.’s role in the "The pig should be done by 5 p.m."
Poi and pineapples will be the prepatting for a wedding.
mid -Pacific during the 1800-1875
A village maiden takes one of
period, the history professor will "real thing." brought over fresh
the Americans on a stroll through
rev i ew sandlewood and guano from Hawaii, he emphasized.
In addition to the Hawaiian the enchanted heather that makes
trade, traffic in California’s hides
him unwilling to return to ordinand tallow and the whaling hunt- food, professional Hawaiian entertainment will be provided. A ary life.
ers.
The film stars Gene Kelly, Van
Hawaii’s merchantile and mis- social dance will follow from 10
Johnson, C’yd Charisse and Elaine
sionary history and her potential- p.m. to 1 a.m., Fujii added

Perspective
Documents
Pacific-Action

Friday Flicks

ity as a naval bastion, highlights
of America’s expanding 19th century role, will also be covered by
Dr. Buzanaki.
The series, which covers the
1784-1900 period of U.S. history in
the Pacific, is moderated by Dr.
Theodore Hinckley, assistant professor of history and education.
Producer of tomorrow’s show is
Dr. Clarence Flick, assistant professor cif drama. Directed by graduate student Leo Bleier, the program is broadcast live from the
Speech and Drama department’s
television studios.
Remaining programs in the series are discussions of "The U.S.
in the Northern Pacific, 18301879" by Professor Hinckley on
May 12 and "The U.S. as a Pacific Imperialist" by Dr. Gerald
Wheeler, assistant to the dean of
I graduate studies, on May 19.

::Trwart

Nixon’s Vote Record
Anti -Labor Brown
’,WOOD .UP1
NORTH
Gov. Edmund G. Brown Wednesd
charged Richard M. Nixon’s spot Ir.
record in congress would come ha.
to taunt him if he defeats Jose;.’
C. Shell for the Republican gulls!
natorial nomination.
Brown spoke to a Demorra
women’s group. His prepare
speech said Nixon’s votes were s
per cent "hostile to the worki!
man and on 15 labor issues, he V,
on the wrong side 14 times."
Brown did not rel I CI the Is-’
of his %pewit attacking
voting ’mord. His staff sal. !
governor eliminated it to short.
his speech, hut added he star
behind the text containing the ,
marks,
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Thrust and Parry

Editorials

Foul-Up No. 2

Editor’s Note. Thrust and Parry letters, becus of space limitations, will
b limited to a masimurn of 300 words.
lettrs scopsding this mount eittwor
will not bs printed or writ’ be edited
to conform to length. The editor also
th right to edit letters to conform to style and good taste. Lettsors
attacis will not be print.
personal
of
ed. All letters must includ the writer’s
sAnatur and 5513 number.

Irony had its day at San Jose State yesterday when Steve
Larson ASB candidate for vice president and current council
member, was informed by the election board that he had violated election rules.
According to the election code, a candidate for office is
allowed 40 inches of advertising in the Spartan Daily. There
were two ad% ertisements for Larsen in the Daily, each totaling
40 inches.
But Larson didn’t understand that 40 inches would not be
interpreted by the election board as 40 inches per day. He stated
that last year an ASB presidential candidate was allowed 40
inches per day.
Larson also mentioned that he did not pay for both advertisements. -Is an ad run for you by another person considered
your ad?" he asked.
The irony? A Student Council member, a member of the
body responsible for establishing the election rules, was unable
to understand that body’s rules and may be disqualified because
of it.
Larson can be added to yesterday’s nominations for "babeein-the-woods" Carlton Parks, elections board chairman, and
Brian Paddock, ASB presidential hopeful) who are lost in the
dense forest of election rules also.

Matter of Necessity
hat should be the theme of an editorial at election time
at San Jose State? The answerVote. Although this is one of
the most appropriate topics at this time, it probably will generate little interest and cause few students to go to the polls.
If an editorial urging students to vote were not appropriate
or needed, everybody would gain. The Spartan Daily would
not have to say the expected and interest in student government
would be high.
But. apathy toward student government, the allocation of
student funds and voting is apparent. Thus, such an editorial
is appropriate.
But why should such an editorial be appropriate? Why
should students be urged to take an interest in their government,
and the spending of their pennies?
Some students say, "Student government is rinky clink."
Others say, "Well. I’m a veteran and not interested in what these
kids are doing." And others (truthfully) are too interested in the
wist to take an interest in voting or student government activities.
What these students, represented by such statements, don’t
:realize is that the only way to find an answer to their complaints
and make student government acceptable to them is through participationif only in voting.
Before you complain about the goings on at the Student
Union, try answering these questions. Did you vote? Did you
participate in student government? Do you know any specific
causes of your reasons for complaint?
And before you complain about the necessity for this editorial. why don’t you vote, huh?

Mary George Co-op Open House
The traditional open house at
Mary George Co-op, the only
Women’s cooperative living center on the San Jose State campus, will be held this Sunday
from 2-4 p.m.
The living center states that
the function is open to the public. Refreshments and guided
tours will be included in the
schedule of open house activities.
Residents are available for questions concerning their house and
cooperative living.
Hostesses for the event will
be Ens Mann, housemother;
Peggy Erspamer, Susie Robrecht, Jackie Toliver, Yvonne
Gallegos, Maryellen Smith, Susie Garcia. Elsie Santos. Gisela

Kuster, Lucy Yein, Rosalie 1-0.Mei Li Wu, Maria Trevino,
Claudia Burnett, Pat Garcia,
Becky Hutchinson, Liz Esterly,
Rosie Riso and Toni Roscamp.
Officers for this semester at
Mary George Co-op are Peggy
Erspamer, president; Becky
Hutchinson, vice president; Elsie Santos, business manager;
Susie Robrecht, food manager;
Maria Trevino, secretary; Liz
Esterly, standards chairman, Pat
Garcia, social chairman, and Gisela Kuster, historian and publicity chairman.
In preparation for their visitors, Miss Mann and the 18
co-op residents are now in the
process of spring cleaning.

JAZZ CONCERT
Monday, May 7 at 9:30 P.M.
CON HALL
and the

JAZZ REPRESENTATIVES
at the

BOWLARIUM SAFARI ROOM
So. White Road at Story Road

’Erdman Competing
On Own Merits’

OCEAN BOUNDDr. Sayed El Warden; and Russell Cropley,
equipment technician (II), natural science division, check some of
the apparatus SJS is sending to the international study of the
photo As
Pfundstem
Indian ocean.

College To Participate
In Study of Indian Ocean
By BOB PACINI
San Jose State will participate
in an international scientific investigation of the Indian ocean,
Dr. Sayed El Wardani, assistant
professor of chemistry has announced.
El Warden’ said that 18-20
countries will take part in the
study, with the major effort
being assumed by the United
States which will send six expeditions.
SJS will have an active role
in the ocean study.
DETECTION HARD
The chemistry professor explained that a SJS graduate student in chemistry, Collin Whitehead, is currently working on
his master’s thesis here.
He is working on the problem
of cesium in seawater.
Dr. El Wardani said that cesium is one of the "by products"
of nuclear fallout. While it takes
approximately 30 years for the
material to decay and release
its harmful radiation, its residence in the human body is
about 6 months.
What must be determined, Dr.
El Wardani stressed, is the residence time of cesium in sea
water, including marine organisms and sediments.
SAMPLES HERE IN FALL

Because the cesium is diluted
in enormous volumes of sea
water, the detection and measurement of its concentration is
difficult.
Cesium is harmful to life, Dr.
El Wardani said, and thus its
effect on the oceanic environment must be determined if man
Is to look to the sea as a future
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vast source of food supplies to
meet a growing population.
Sea water samples from the
Indian ocean will be collected
at points miles below the surface and then transported to
SJS where analysis of them will
be conducted by Whitehead.
Minerological and biological
components of the samples will
also be investigated for cesium
and other chemical content.
Special equipment for the
study was built at SJS.
Dr. El Wardani traveled to
La Jolla Wednesday to supervise the installation of the apparatus aboard the SS Argo, a
vessel under the direction of the
Scripps Institute of Oceanography that will sail for the Indian
ocean May 15.
S.114 GRAD WORK

The first samples of water
should reach the college by
early fall, Dr. El Wardani said.
The chemistry professor added that the expeditions have
been in the planning stages for
about four years.
He explained that the Indian
ocean was chosen for an international study because it is the
only ocean over a large area
in which winds reverse themselves seasonally.
He said it was thus an ideal
place to study the start, buildup and decay of wind currents
and their ultimate effect on
chemical, geo-chemical and biological components of the area.
Groups sponsoring the study
include the National Science
Fomylatit in and UNESCO.

Theta Chi House
For Fashion Show

A fashion show, sponsored by
the Theta Chi Mothers club, will
be held Wednesday, at 7 p.m., in
the Theta Chi fraternity house.
The function will feature both
men’s and women’s fashions.
Models will be the last two
reigning Theta Chi Dream Girls
and their attendants. Men’s
fashions will be modeled by the
members.
Admission is priced at 50 cents
for students and $1 for general
public.
Suits, casuals and evening
wear from the LaVerne Shop,
Moshers and Town and Country will be featured.
Door prizes will be awarded
and other attractions will be entertainment and refreshments.

Editor:
Students of San Jose State, I
Lage you to evaluate this trend
of party domination which is
becoming apparent in our student body politics. It is ideal
when a governmental body can
work as a "team,yet when individual talents and interests
are suppressed for the advancement of a machine, it is obvious
that the interests of. the students
are also suppressed.
The supporters of Bill Erdman
for vice president realize this
trend which is a detriment to
our governmental system. We
also recognize Bill’s outstanding
accomplishments in the past and
his unlimited potential to fulfill
the delegated responsibilities of
vice president. It is important
for you, the voter, to compare
the abilities of the candidates
and not to be influenced by persons willing to accept appeasement and conciliation as qualifications for candidacy.
Bill Erdman is competing on
his own merits, not those of any
group or other individual. It is
what Bill has done for you in
the past, and what he will do
for you in the future that should
determine the selection of your
next vice president.
Richard Harris

ASH A13529

’Professor Stanton
Misleading Readers’
When Prot coo or Stanton
writes that Henry Hammer, his
opponent for the Assembly, is
opposed to Brotherhood, he is
misleading his readers.
Three years ago, when I came
to San Jose from Bridgeport,
Conn., and was having trouble
finding a place to live, I was introduced to Mr. Hammer. At
that time he was chairman of
the Valley Committee on Open
Housing.
Henry Hammer found me a
place to live
in his own
home.
RONNIE DAVIS
ASB 276

Clark Prefers
Larson for ’Veep’
Editor:
During the past I have had
the opportunity of seeing both
candidates for ASB president,
Steve Larson and Bill Erdman,
in action on Student Council.
I feel that both candidates have
a sincere interest in student government and in making it work
for the students.
However, on the basis of my
personal experience working
with them, I feel that Steve Larson is more suited for the position because of his experienco is
chairman of numerous

Ii’,’ doosn’i hallo the Jockey Icy.

C

Editor:
Tom Parker’s letter of May 2
to the Spartan Daily is an excellent example of the liberal at
work. Reason, logic and common sense are discarded for the
more expendient techniques of
half-truth, distortion and innuendo.
The "opposites attract" theory is thoroughly scurrilous and
sadly lacking in foundation.
How can one say that Maj. Gen.
Edwin A. Walker’s "indoctrination program" helped the Communists when morale in the
24th division soared, and the
troops in that dhision more
fully understood why they were
in Germany, the purpose of
NATO and the nature of their
enemy?
Also, how can one claim that
religious opposition to communism, as exemplified by the
Anti-Communist Crusade, helps

T.G.I.F. VIP!
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TWO WOMEN
and
Audrey Hepburn
BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY’S

Alma & Almaden
CV 4-2041
ALL EAU. DOWN
rA ki4 F
SMOhE

TROPICAIRE
TWINVIJE DRIVE IN
(055 SANTA CLASS AT 1755,

CL 8-8144
NORTH SCREEN

MOON PILOT
and --

&
THE SLAVE GIRL
PIRATE

C.

SOUTH SCREEN
SARGENTS 3

MAURICE 011EVAUER
ANGIE DICKINSON’,
NOELNOE,t.
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"JESSICA"
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Free Car Heaters
SERGEANTS THREE
Frank Sinatra & Gang
SATAN NEVER SLEEPS
William Holden’s New Art Picture
Fri. & Sat.
EDGE OF ETERNITY
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11 CHNICOLOR

CB III 01111 I

SEASON
OF
PASSION

396 South First
EXPERIMENT IN TERROR
With Glen Ford and Lee Rern.:1
Also: THE HELLIONS
1W:th R:cha-1 Todd and Anne Aubrey,
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GROVE
79 So. 3rd Street
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SAI1TACRuz BEACH
Dancing Every

Sat

Night
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PHONE 225-4133

A FOX WEST COAST THEATRE

all transistor SHIRT POCKET RADIO

Profe

FRONTIER
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MONTEREY ROAD AT EDENVALE
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Royal SOH

Jockey is for men. Made from 13 separate pieces
to give the support and protection every man needs
A man needs a special kind of support
for true male comfort. And only
Jockey builds a brief from 13 separate, tailored pieces to give that support -plus comfort. No other brief has
such a firm, long-lasting waistband to
hold the brief up for constant support,
and no other brief has the Jockey as
sin
surance of no -gap security.
Jock.eq BFiILIt
ON thy real thing... N Isn’t JocAsy

’Logic Discarded
For Distortion’

05 51 lAae5,s 551

the new Zenith

Only $1 995
reg. $31.95
A sensational value! Includes Custom Carry Case
Batteries Deluxe Gift Box Earphone.
Hurry while the supply lasts!
Only S1995

dud Clark
Vice Chairman of
Student Council
ASB A4187

our indeologicai adversary
when
students at Dr. Schtarzs
school come away %%oh a
better
understanding of the phiLsophy
of communism and the Red
techniques in all fitlds, including religion? Perhaps a isip
one of the Ant 1..c, inar ,11 to
schools by Mr. Parker
clear up this misconc,
that he has about them.
Finally, I Would like Mt
Parker to tell me of ono .. :upe,
ri
patriot" who was respmsittle
in
for
awn’ayrldwagi
going
yo
’Caonmy
cnathreeful examination of American
history of the last 26 etirs
show that the "misguided" 14
crate, to use Mr. Parker’ s
words, were right there .ir.!
fully aware of the
when countries like l
China and Cuba fell to the Corn.
munista.
,
Richard Reel)

,

BANG UP BUY
A man needs Jockey support

groups and his ability to work
well with everyone; and these
two qualities are vital to the
operation of Student Council.

2nd
End
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A CIO
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tions.

2nd SFSC Jazz Festival
Ends Tomorrow Night
h Fall The mu’rellel 1111111:il
state college Inteicollegiste Adz festival opened yesterby and will continue through
--mislay evening.
Today’s program is a 2 p.m.
concert in the Gallery Lounge
by the College of San Nlateo’s
Big Ballet with Dick Crest leadband has periXZ The CSAI
formed at the Monterey Jazz
oidival and was a standout at
year’s SFS Jazz festival.
Admission to this concert is
Also edixophonist Lee Konitz,
on- Nlose Allison and Vince
tiitiraldi trios, clarinetist Vince
,t3talkii and the Larry Vuc..ii.ich Quintet will highlight

Professor Attends
UCLA Symposium
Attending I (’LAS Composer’s
:;1111),,S111111 this weekend are
Stanleo Ileellingsworlh, assistant
professiiit of music, and a group
of students from his composition
elass.
Compiisitions of four SJS student*, sere selected to be perk-n-1M at the state-wide symposium. %%Inch will be held today
through Sunday. Student compositions on the program are
-Paolierale" by Kay Raney,
"And ante Sostenuto." Jack
Gaunt: "Rondo" and "Passaeaglia." Garrett Bowles: and a
Movement for Woodwind Quintet, Stanley Tice.
A ilseip of SJS vottxxlwind
players perfumed the esimts

T7,171171

VOTE BILL

ERDMAN
A 5.B. VICE PRESIDENT
EXPERIENCED LEADERSHIP

Big Auto
InsuroneeSavingsAnnounced
Werth, and married men ore,
21. 575 less Ell dividend. or nal
of $65 (based on current 17 per
cent dividend). Single men under
25 $252 less 543 dividend, or a not
of USA
$5e00
310/0000 Bodily InIum
Propey Damage end $500 Modica!
Payremes. Other covathile1 at con,
be
can
Payments
savings.
ereble
-ado once, twice or lour fines
lull irire
me Call or write ler Carnal,
en to George H.
161 Heole Avenue, Sunnmel
Pf,t 9.1741 (day Si nits/

101111,1.10WS 2.111 P.111 concert
in
the college’s main auditorium.
Konitz, star soloist in the
Stan Kenton hand in the early
50’s will make his first Bay
Area appearance in nearly ten
years with the SFSC festival.
Admission is $1 fur students
and $2 general, with proceeds
going to the College Union
building fund. Tickets are available at Hut T-1 an campus and
at the door.
A concert of college groups
will be held in the main auditorium at 8 p.m. tomorrow. Musicians are from SFSC, Cal,
Stanford and San Jose State.
Admission is free.
SFS’ Harvey Diamond trio, 14
piano-bass -drums group, will
make a return performance at
this year’s festival.
Cal’s Ian Underwood trio, now
appearing at the Trois Colour
in Berkeley, will open tomorrow
night’s concert.

Reception Honors
Japanese Consul
A Ii14111i.1
StIl general of Japan. Issei Saito,
and a display of traditional Japanese flower arrangements will
be held in the Art Gallery from
2-4 p.m. Sunday.
The reception is being held in
conjunction with an exhibition
of the woodblock prints and
watercolors of Shiite, Munakata,
internationally known contemporary artist, in the Art Gallery
through May 18.
The 83 works included in the
exhibition are circulated by the
Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibition service.
The Art Gallery is open from
if a.m.-4 p.m. Monday through
Friday and from 1:15-5 p.m.
Sundays during the run of the
exhibition.

MI la INJ
H.J

ert Browning, Carole Wrirrcr . Russell Holcomb
and Lee Ruggles; (standing) Rosalee Biasatti
and Joe Kirk.

TRADING CUESReaders for tonight and tomorrow night’s 8:15 reading of Stephen Vincent
Benet’s national epic poem, "John Brown’s
Body," rehearse. Leff to Right are (sitting) Rob,

O’Clen2k III S112. AllilliilS1011 1),
free.
The "hoot nanny," as a variegated group concert Is called in
asemble
folk music circles,
a variety of SJS student and
faculty singers and musicians.
A broad range of vocal and
instrumental folk music will be
presented during the informal
sem session, including traditional English and Scottish ballads,
sea chanteys, Negro blues and
topical and historical songs.
The concert will be arranged
in sets of solos and various combinations of duets. Accompaniment will be by guitar, five string banjo, autoharp, di ilcimer. fiddle and harmonica.
"Ruckus" .perforiners Include
Al Merlins, Dave Hatch, Page
Brownton. Cheri Korhonen and
Todd Cleave. The folk musicians
have appeared in concerts and
coffee houses in San Jose, San
Francisco, Berkeley and MonLeroy.
Guest artist is Mike MetlelIan. 12-string guitarist who recently appeared at the Ash
Grove in Los Angeles.
SJS’ Folk Music club has presented such performers as Rolf
Chan, Jesse Fuller and Pat Foster in past campus concerts.

’Showcase SJS’
Interviews West
Two in 1(15 IPWS and a taped
recording of a brass ensemble
from the recent Phi Mil Sinfonia recital will highlight Sunday’s 9:30 p.m. weekly radio
program, "Shovocase SJS." on
KLOK, dial 117.
Dean of summer sessions Joe
West, will he questioned about
thi 1962 summer session progarIn at SJS. An international
student Pk ill In’ interviewed by
Mrs. Elizabeth Stewart, assistant professor of English.
A tape of Hindemith’s Morgen Nlusik," which was made
during Phi Mis Alpha Sinfonia’s
recital earlier this week, will be
played on the program.
Members of the honorary OM sic f rate:mils. performing the’
brass ensemble are Martin Berinhaurn and Richard Pedro on
trumpet and Gary Wulhern and
Glenn Norrish on trombone.
Reeolar campus and sports
news will be biesulcii.t.

In plastic!

IP,
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’Auntie’ Tryouts
The San Jose Theater Guild
so-ill hold tryouts for "Auntie
Mme" at ’2 p.m. Sunday and
7:30 p.m. Monday at the Elks
hall, First and St. John Sts.
Roles in the iii usual are open
for 12 women, 15 men and two
boys aged 10-13. Production
dates for the play, which will be
directed by James Dunn, an SJS
711111111111):. all’ June ’20-23.

MEXICO
NEVER HAD IT
SO GOOD

YOU CAN TRUST
twee’? ION NS off’ins, rurry ’ins pro’, Non’ Ws the (wry, deodorant for
arrite menIA.4)1inch, dependable. Glides on smoothly,
speedily. .dries in record time. Old Spire Stick Deodorant
-moot eonsenient. moist economical deodorant money can
*ask
buy. ,
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With the heralding of Maytime comes intensified spring fever,
a lull in campus construction and general rush of SJS activity.
SIGMA PI
The Red Chimney Inn located in Stonestown will provide the
setting of Sigma Pi’s annual Orchid Ball. The fraternity has named
three finalists for Orchid Ball queen as Joyce Loper, Alpha Phi:
Sue Hinshaw, Kappa Alpha Theta and Barbara Hudson, Alpha Chi
Omega.
Rally committee has named Sigma Pi president Bob Downer as
treasurer.
Included in the fraternity’s spring pledge class are Michael
Bendetti and Dave Enterline.
Sigma Pi Steve Gebhart first cello with the SJS symphony
orchestra, has been awarded a position with the San Francisco
symphony.
CHI OMEGA
Floating in the sin-sounding waters of San Francisco aboard
a harbor cruiser tomorrow night will be Chi Omega members and
their dates during the annual spring dance. The Barry Richardson
hand will provide the musical mood. Prior to the dance. a dinmer
will he held at the Showboat in Jack London Square, Oakland.
Guest speaker at the Chi Omega house recently was Mrs. Jack
LiBeau of the SJS administrative activities staff who spoke on the
panhellenic woman’s role in modern society.
KAPPA DELTA
The Kappa Delta White Rose formal will take place tomorrow
night at the Villa Hotel in San Mateo.
One of next semester’s orientation leaders Olt campus will be
Kathy Lynes, member of Kappa Delta.
DELTA GAMMA
Parents will be in the limelight this weekend as the Delta
Gammas are adding the finishing touches to planned parent act i
ties. Among the featured eoents are a fashion show and hincio
for mothers only and a Father-Daughter banquet tomorrow night
The annual Delta Gamma Anchor Man contest began yesterday. Contestants are supplied from the fraternities and men’s dorms
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Recently appointed as the fraternity’s various committee chairmen are John Nohr and Bruce Macpherson on public relations. Ben
Lujan and Jeff Bryant on rush and Torn Kneeshaw on greetings
The ATO pledge class will soon have a combined confab with
pledge classes of Delta Upsilon. Theta Chi. and Phi Sigma Kappa
to promote better relations among the houses.
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Kappa Kappa Gamma members and their lathers will
the annual Father-Daughter dinner Sunday at the Hyatt House,
Sonja Halvorsen is among the AWS 50 women named as outstanding for her work on various committees.
Fiki Toyofuku, a foreign exchange student from Japan, will
live at the Kappa Kappa Gamma house until June.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
One of the six lovely finalists will be coronated as Crescent Girl
queen to reign over tomorrow night’s annual fraternity formal to be
’of
t
held
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By DRU CHALLBERG
Society Editor
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’John Brown’s Body’
Tonight, Tomorrow

Folk Music Club Presents
’Ruckus’ Tomorrow Night
A -Folk Music itistkii, CIA ering a wide range of musical
styles, interpretations and approaches to folk music will be
presented by the SJS Folk Music chile !minas-its
al 8

’3Li.),

1.1

No sense traveling south of the border to

vi

Weiss Paintings
Display Tomorrow
: /111
5.15 P(.011.111les 111,r1r.).0,1’ se III he
exhillited in a one-man show st
the Cal Irian iti Pa lace Ill the.
Legion of Honor 1 11 111 orrusu
through June 3.
e Wto in’s at s f e of Dr
Leonard Weiss, associate profesHer of economies. is a frequent
local exhibitor and award winner
A former sitident at
iand’s California College of ,o
and Crafts, Nlits. Weiss
studied with N. Erie ()back,
preilesseir of art.
NI114. Weiss has exhibited in
single -artist and group ghost.ings from Simla Cruz to San
Francisco and rtseently in the
Friendship Room, under the au
guilt
some.
thr :,tr-ts
00., r "

that hp smack’n

Mexican food. Right here in San Jose at the corner of 4th and
St. James you’ll find a place that serves Mexican food Ant
tops any you’ll find

it’s Tico’s Tacos for those delicious tacos plus other equally
wonderful world of Mexican food at Tico’s Tacos.

4th and St. James

25 Children Attend
Soph Class Picnic
Twenty-five children from the
Guadelupe SI ission were the
guests of the sophomore class
at a picnic Sunday at Alum
Rock Park. During the course
of the day. the children were
taken on a hike, led in games,
awarded prizes and served a
picnic lunch.
The afternoon affair was under the leadership of Ron Sheldon. chairman. The faculty
guest for the afternoon was Dr.
James Jacobs and his family,

SINGLE CHARACTERS
characterizat ions
I nnlividuial
air read by Lee Ruggles. Rosa lee Biasatte and Louie A. Kirk.
A 16-member Verse choir, led
to. Marian Fuller Green and
-::idette Lomas. will heighten
the poem’s mood by speaking in
unison, taking solo lines and
handling sound effects.
Members of the Choraliers
are Michael Chang and Ruth
Williamson. soloists; Jennifer
Chase, Alice Ann Clark, Ted
Davidovich. Hollie Geller, James
Heiner, Susan Howard, Joyce
Johnson, Byron Jones. Jules
Loventhal, Patricia Molek, William Stretch, John Thomsen,
Bert Wiley and Mary Sue Wil-

T.G.I.F.

VIP!

Flowers for Mother’s Day
CV 2-0462

104 & Santa Clam
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For Meaningful Existence

Worship Sunday
At One Of it.. s. Nearby

Canterbury
Tales

Methodist Churches
FIRST
C 4,11 & Sth
9 30
1 rri

FREE WHEELING
Nell be back from the Spring R.
’neat at same time Sunday aft,
-von (too bad you Couldn’t 1.0.IP
#1. We thought we’d keep this Sun
day evening relaxed, and tell as
.he Spirit moves us. And SoreP
mes questions come up that ne-i ae.t answered escept at sess.,-,
1;ke this.
Come on over and put your te,
" L1 Supper at 6 150 ten’ CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 South Tenth

ST. PAUL 5
do,.- 11

00 4

THE WESLEY FOUNDATION
I Metbod,t Student Center
Sunday at 6:00 p.m. and
throughout +he week.
Cl’ 2-3707
- and Santa Clara
Benton White Campus Minister

United Campus Christian Ministry
PRESBYTERIANS
Sunday Morning College Class
"NEW TESTAMENT THOUGHT
AND MODERN CULTURE"
Christian Center BOO So. 1014,
930-1030
Leader: Doe Emmel. Presbyterian
Cempus Pastor
This Sunday:
"New Testament Ethics"

5:45

"THE BROKEN LEAF

’0 00
COLLEGE StILE CLASS
i -00
"THE CREATIVE USE OF
SUFFERING"
7 37) e
THE CAMPUS FERMENT
PROFESSOR PUTNEY
"Love Is The Spring
Meeting it 6:15 p
Roger Williams
Fellowship
GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
4M E San F nnnnn on
GEO-RGE
COLLINS
retiree CA,’ v
CIa

CONGREGATIONAL -DISCIPLES
Sunday Morning College Class
"OLD TESTAMENT THOUGHT
AND MODERN CULTURE"
9:45 to 10:45
First Christian Church, SO So. 54.-Leader- Mark Rutledge, Cmr
Pester for United Church of Cs,
This Sunday:
New La -b

National Lutheran Council

St. Thomas Chapel
A student rhebel for Me dri
avesl.oner, and believe.
"The Jealous SlInpbora
P.vce. CCC 300 S. 10+5 at San CA’
Lutheran Student Association
7.30 p Sn. Tuesday
4^
a’ N...
oclu’
5 4,1
u:

CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
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3rd N ".an ’It litustits
Sunday. ’). F.: Fred t.rr,
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foraet Hume I ake
II. 12. I

tantalizing Mexican dishes. Come in today and discover the

It/Os

LITZEIt PRIZE
%% INS
"John Brown’s Body" brought
Bent’s the Pulitzer Prize for the
best volume of verse written in

la,as ilial imeele hen, a nut issued
risque at the age of 30.
After leading the best seller
list for ye ats, the epic issern was
adapted into onrious reading
versions.
!tenet’, poem uses .1ohn
the conBlown as a symbol
flied between the suites during
the Civil War. Brown. called
-old Brown of shwa toniire,’’
was convicted of treason and
hanged in 1859 after he seized
Harper’s Ferrs in Vermont.
Principals in the SJS reading
are C a role Warren as the
Southern belle, Sally Dupre, and
the Yankee SIFI\er, Captain
Ball: Robert Biowning as the
Connecticut intellectual. Jack
Ellval. and the servant. Cudjo;
and Russell Holcomb as the roe.
mantic Southern plantation
owner Clay Wingate.

*Ian

even in Mexico. The place? That’s right,

Tif.11S

A reader’s theater performance of Stephen Vincent lioness
national epic poem about the
Civil war. "John Brown’s Body."
will he presented by the Speech
and Drama department tonight
and tomorrow night at 8:15 in
Studio Theater,
A Menefit for the Dorothy
Ka ucher Oral Interpretation
SIWIttil, the reading is directed
by Noreen LaBarge Mitchell,
assitant professor of speech.
Admission is 50 cents for students and $1, general.
The Choraliers, a cappella
chorus directed by William Erlendson, professor of music, will
act as Singing choir for the
reading.
A minimum of staging will be
used for the performance, with
only benches and stools as properties against a black cyclortana
cut

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH SERVICES
8.30. 11:00 a m. aad 7:00 p m.

1
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Writer Talks Tonight
At Theta Sig Dinner
Thitherto’s! Nbaoisimery. interoatmeal., acclaimed mos i e and
telesision script st rile’. for Walt
Disney studios. will ackleess 150
Theta Sienia Phi fraternity membees and guests at the .econd annual Matrix Table dinner, 7.45
tonight at Chez Yvonne restaurant
in Nlountain View.

4"4- Journalism Fraternity
Confab Slated Tomorrow

at
Valley." used
flare
Sat,- .
elementary school& together ssIIII
Dr. Insight Bente’, head of the
SJS Journalism and Advertising
department.

Dr. Wilbur Schramm. director
’of the Institute for Communications Research at Stanlord university. and Dr. Esther B. Clark.
Moetgomeiy IN a fellIA% it the , nationally kroian pediatrician, will
reN‘0110
Integnational Institute if Arts and
Letters in sissitzeAuut, which inAnions Ilitxley. ThorntlIII
Vader and Vo’iIlium Saroyan.
Ilis books, covering sut,
from wild life to space. hasp
trans!aied into several languages
and distributed World-wide.
The linner will be sponsored
sandy by the 5.15 Beta Pi chaplet
of Theta Same’ Phi, national prolessitinal journalism fraternity fo.’
women, together with the penin- Robert W. Welch, tounder of th
Wednesday
sula alumnae and Stanford univer- , John Birch society.
night contended that the United
sity tind(.rgradtiate chapters,
’the esening will begin with a States might be under Communed
, control by 1972.
soviet hour at 630 p.m.

-t

d’’"Is "411
A
APP,",,,,,14.1
I.’"
and professional journutists from Appraisal."
convene!
will
Highlight
of the conference
I(our western states
ail!
he the Deadline Dinner attires,
c(e:tohlitiehgeitee:TiL;:.,aari:Serotigiwcnet.is illi)etlht
In
the I ferny Shapiro. Moscow
cot-testa/ifI dent for United Press InternetionStudent and professional SDX1 al, at 7 p.m. in the cafeteria.
’11
’
Gordon Greh and Pearce Die
ce delegates f r o rn Hawaii, Nevada, I
Arizona and California will first I associate professoro of journi;
hear a report on the recent Losl and SDX advisers, will pi, .
Angeles newspaper collapse by the SJS Faculty Member 01
1 It
UCLA graduate school of journal- ,s’

,Iendsrd
whe,
accidnt rate per pos
cncser
is tremendously lower
. Then that of the automobile. Corn.
moro sense indicates seatbelts seeosinly should be used iii eutomo
I’ve used them in mine +or
. . . Lt. Col. Emery A
nommendend ARROTC SJS

1 GRODINS7
s

’
Welch told a 13ow4oin college
’political forum that "as we move
!toward 1972 there will be a loss
1of freedom.
"We’ll see the full scourge ol
brutal Communist control over ,,
country by 1972, if not bell .
the former Belmont. Mass., ea’
Imaker told a capacity crowd
toss
700
stiutents,
p
’newsmen
-iand
ii
people .

PUSHCART RELAYQueen hopefuls center
around the Lambda Chi Alpha pushcart as they
await the name of the girl that will rule the
The confraternities’ annual event May
testants (L-r.) are: Barbara Clark, Alpha Chi

P.E. Dept. Grads
To Hold Reunion

Alumnae of the Department ,
Physical Education for Women
Welch said he could see nothing; ill meet tomorrow at their an,
on the horizon that would "change "
nual reunion at the Lamplighter
the course of this action."
Sunnyvale.
I Lodge.
In his SO-minute talk. Welch
’
The noon luncheon is under the
said he was not predicting that I
direct ion of the newly-formed
the Communist takeover would
alumnae committee and its chaircome to pass but said "there ate
[man. Mrs. Model Sanders,
clear indications from past his’Hie event is held annually duitory" that it will.
in,’
,dionni week.
"There has been no investigation of Communist infiltration in
government since 1956." he said.
-Communists in government are
-limbing faster and higher II
The BOWCIOin political is,
committee attacked Welch’s
pearance hy distributing p ;
phlets to persons as they en!’
PFIckard theater to hear
speech.

Omega; Lani Lathrup, Delta Gamma; Margie
Davidson, Kappa Delta, and Pauline French,
Washburn hall. Not pictured, but still in the
competition, are Sharon Main, Royce hall, and
.."’"
‘"d -"-""
Ann Manful’, Hoover hall.

NEW MAN

Establishes Nixon Anti-Brown
l
Lambda Lu Alpha
May 11 Pushcart Relays Detail On Francis Law
Oil

I c aiti
t !FINN Page II
conditions, the administration said.
Pi Kappa Alpha walked off with
the awards by cztpt tiring the men’s
livision over previous champion
Phi Sigma Kappa, and PiKA ran
away front Delta Gamma in the
race 1,, i.,,ptilre the

relay crown. Alpha Phi was run.’
, ner-up in the women’s division.
Many of the entries have been I
1 preparing for several weeks and
have built new carts to increase
their entry, accord the speed
ing to Anderson and Niacin, race
co-chairreee

or

June Primaries Cause
Excitement To Spread
\ \II, t

\\III

’Superior Judge Tom Coakley of E. Rice. a Los Angeles accountant,
also filed for treasurer on the
SACRAMENTO UP1)- -All the ’Mariposa county.
Secretary of state: Four Demo- Prohihition party ticket.
I
excitement in the June 5 primary
crats and three Republicans in NO PRIMARY CONTEST
election is not restricted to the
’eluding Jordan are in the race.
The only other state-wide office
races for governor and U.S. Sen- DPI110C171Es inch Or. .1tiseph LeWis. on the June ballot. controller,
l ator.
An SJS conservation major
, a Los Angeles IIIVI’yer: Don Rose poses no problem for ’deers. Alan
oodna
school bus driver, Douglas K. Mortam piunis to wedoeigs
iranston. the Democratic incumThere are sharp contests going Pasadena, chairman if the 1.
ris. 20, escaped injury yesterday
A.I new models... 3,I new colors
on among Republicans to pick a Angeles County Democratic Cen- bent, is unopposed for his party’s
morning in a collision between his
H.
Ware.
Gtivgsitl Certu ii
tral
committee:
William
nomination
a n ci
Assemblyman
nominee to take on Democrats Lt.
hits and art auto, at the intersecGuy. Glenn M. Anderson and Atty. Los Angeles, and Frank J. Za- Bruce V. Reagan. Pasadena, swadon of Almaden
and
wacki,
Sacramento.
Jordan’s
GOP
the only Republican who Melt
Gen. Stanley Most: in November.
Conoas Garden ave.
opposition includes William F: They’ll settle the issue in NoEven veteran Republican SeeThere were no injuries among l
Sacrament() real estate vember. The Prohibition party plc
the nine pupils in the Franklin retary of State Frank M. Joni:- n, broker. and Dalegor W. Suchecki .
ap Frank G, H. Stevens, Pasadena
McKinley elementary school dis- 174, in office for 20 years, finds San .Francisco public relations ex minister, for controller.
trict bus, hut Richard E. Madsen, himself facing opposition from
Two of the four members of
17-year-old driver of the auto, was within his party for the primary eeutive
Treastit’er: Bert A. Belts. t
Stevens’
Blvd.
Iiiiard of Equalization. are the
loCreek
!i.
:I
taken to San Jose hospital with nominal ion.
i ncumbent Democrat is unopposed kleke.4 of all. They have no op.
Sharing interest with the clash
VALLEY FAO,
possible fractured ribs, the Caliin June for his party’s nomination. position in June and can considec
between Richard M. Nixon and
fornia highway patrol reports.
Republican contenders are Assem- themselves re-elected to four-year
Joseph C. Shell for the GOP nomiblyman John A. Bust/911d, San terms. They are George R. Reilly
nation for gi wernor and a threeFrancisco, GOP Caucus chairman San Franeisee, in the 1st District
way Republican fight for the U.S.
in the Assembly’ and Darven L and Paul Leak,’. NVioolland pule
Senate are these stale -wide co nPaddock. Glendi.le. A former
lisher. in the :Ird District. Boil.
tests in the primary:
the
tnanetpresident
ueiof
L
’,
’,inia
v I: e- arc Democrats.
Califor
1
governor:
Incum- publican Assembly. Paddock
is
In the 2nd District, in the lad
bent Anderson faces a challenge
running as a conservative. Leslie Bay and San Joaquin valley ari:,
for the Democratic nomination
incumbent
17(411cl-et
John W
\ II ssmk done 1)5 qualified
from William B. :McKesson, 66,
tieleitt- tinder supervision.
IlLynch. Tulare is unopposal for
!district attorney of Los Angeles
his party’s nomination but will
i county. On the Republican side
run off in November- against Re1Mayor George Christo p
aN;
publican Stanley’ Pierson, Shea.
herJohn
of
.Francisco and state Sen.
I
mento former director if Hie ofNlecarthy of Marin cottnty .,.
,1,.1
tr", We.t soon Fernomil,,
fice of Civil Defense.
gym
paired in a duel for the (ad" 11111 be held Ii iii,’ ,,,ti,
In the SIIIIIhern California 4th
nomination. A third Democrat in; only. Swimming, ping pang, trans-,
District, Richard Nevins, the Demthe race is a political unknown, poline, basketball and badminton
ocratic incumbent , is cha I lerati s I
Harold Brainin Treskunoff. a San will be available.
lty .
’ampLevi nta es.
Eraneiseu waiter.
A tennis nisi rive ion program
On the Republican sale, James I.
and clinic will be offered for five
%KINK BIGGEST WINNER
weeks starlit) g t hi s weekend . tin - Flournoy. Los Angeles attorney
Attorney General Musk, who der the tutorship of Don Schaffer.
won his first term in 1959 by the Those wishing instruct ion should
;largest margin of any Democratic meet Schaffer on the steps of the
.Soli Jose ’‘.1111;,
. winner 1,15E197 votes is uric)- Women’s gym at 110 p.m. Satut posed for his party’s nomination day. Students mast furnish thee
, but three Repuhlicana are hooked own racquet. but halls still t,
/for fief- sboii
up in perhaps the bitterest fight ; provided.

SHOP

SJS Golden Grads
Reunite Tomorrow

’

’Reds Might Rule
States in Future’
Says Robert Welch

Mrs. lean es F. Spurgeon. asof journalismn
prufessn
..siitir)
is one of three
and
perssins scheduled to receive Matrix anards at the dinner.
ot -st’aies If
she ,s

ism at 9:15 a.m.
Following a atom luncheon in
’ the Spartan cafeteria. delegates
will return fin an address on
%hewn:distil in the 50th State" by
’van=
f:won.t, vice president year, ago, will altend
"Golden
acid editor of the I formlulti Star.; Grad" reunion tomorrow in
the
Bullet in.
, home economics tea rtrini I.
Delegates’ wives will he con-, vsill be nerved at noon,
ducted on a bus tour of the Ha- t
Reservations for the hinellel/n
kone Gardens in Saratoga: Mon - maybe made through the Alumni
tan., former estate of the late office, Building K for 91.50.
Sen. Janie); Phelan, and the Paul
Joe Malloy. class of Porg Hod
Masson winery, by the SJS Beta Nliss Maine Laelerich, class of
Pi chapter of Theta Sigma Phi. 1910, are chairmen for the
event.
national professional journalism
-Grad" reunion is held am, ,!!v
fraternity tor %%omen, during the’
observance of sprit,
afternoon.
\seek, accordine to f.;
alumni
dirt,B.
Leonard,
west
coast
George
,siitorial manager for Look mug-.
izine, will speak on "Revolution ,
A in o rig the Magazines" and a
We need a
Panel of student chapter presifor our NEW DISTRICT

Student Unhurt
In Bus Collision

LOS ANOL1.1.:S 1111,
natorial aspirant Richard M.
on said yesterday he emphatically
disagreed with Gov. Edmund G.
Brown’s censure of an anti -Come
monist bill but said he could not
tipport the measure because oh
what appears to be a "fatal con’
’
." in .
In a speech prepared for the
Junior Berristers of Los Angeles,
Nixon said. "no one concerned
with the security of our state and I
nation can quarrel with the aims
Ill the Francis amendment, which
is designed to combat the Communist menace in California."
The former Republican vice president quoted Brown as saying, "I
am against it in every way."
Nixon Said, because of the constitutienal flasv, he regretted that
Ii,’ (sink! "neither sign nor support
the Francis amendment in its present bent"
I us alternative was an ant i-Communist jireeram including the exelueinn ef tax -supported institutions for speeehes by "any individual who refuses to comply with
federal and state subversive temtrol laws re refuses to testify be!..I.f. grand juries or legislatise
;,- 4.0 i(..,;ttln.,
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DON EDWARDS
El:
to CONGRESS

graphed by
Linda Jense
spectively.
Other sellFeanfonl. C,
Fresno, Chic
nr1 Domini(

* LAWYER -BUSINESSMAN
* FORMER FBI AGENT

ER

* NAVY VETERAN
* NATIVE OF THE DISTRICT
Don Edwards is a KENNEDY DEN%
CR111 who will support the Prew.sni
in his program for a strong. pot
perous America at peace He will
represent the ENTIRE DISTRICT not just one city or county. He all
give us the young, vigorous representation we need in Wash,ngtool

A S.B.
EXPERiE

mossum
REN’

Fall

Attys. for Edwards Committee
Co-Chairmen
kuburt MUlo’
Valor Beauray

$201
PE

$141

EDWARDS tor CONGRESS Commie2347 Alum Rock Ave
CLayburn 9 2584 CLayhurn 9 0254

T.G.I.F. VIP!

SPART
485 So. 9.
- _

l!watitv Care
1,0%%, Low Prices
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Co-Rec Feature c
Tennis l nstruction

Try Angelo’s Special Breakfast
This Weekend

Special Steak and Eggs
with Potatoes, Toast,
Butter, Jelly, and Coffee

$1.60

Angelo also serves quality
Ham, Bacon, and

Sausage

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE
72 E. SANTA CLARA
FREE PARKING - AI S & ERAt S 10 SO THIRD

. of all lor the GOP endorsement.
Students unable to go on tl.
They are state Sen. Richard .1 deep sea fishing trip should ed
Dolwig of Atherton, Assemblyman Lee Morton at 298-5075 within t Ii, Bruce’ F. Allen of Los Gatos, and next vteek for refunds.
-- ------------

Lucky 7
Student Discount
3c
per gal.
with Student Body Card!
BUY NOW AND SAVE AT YOUR

LUCKY 7 SERVICE STATION
1170 North 4th Street
San Jose
Where qualify and service mean economy

DON’T OTEGRF

BILL

ERDMAN

se."

7

A.S.B. VICE PRESIDENT
a
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EXPERIENCED LEADERSHIP

Jimmie s

52 South 4th Street
CY 3-9947
Free Parking in Front

AS
A,S.11: Sopruhtoperfeeseeinoetative
pa
to the Student Council
S.
Chairman
sp
a
off C
Constitution and Sy -Laws Committee
O
ChriacinrtrroaotnofStudent
ion c
Government Revision Committee
lor

her

Spartan Shields, Publicity Director
2 Year, United States Coast Guard
Cu -.finny on the United State, Air Force R. .erve

diR

San Jose All-Comers Meet Slated Tonight
16 -Foot Vaulter Big Scores
To Try Again Dominate
Gs HIED RAGLAND
With a lit -foot pole vault, an
American two mile record and a
pur-minutc mile all strong possiannual
bilities, San Jose State’s
gets underway
411 -Comer, meet
at 7 p.m. tonight at Fremont high
school in Sunnyvale.
Dave Turk, the Camp Pendletos marine who set a new
torld’s pole vault record of
16.2 Saturday In the Mt. San
Antonio Iteillyg, will be shooting for his second straight 16foot .91013.
Tork. who vaults with three
d:fferent fibreglass poles and uses
polaroid camera to help spot
laws in his vaulting form, will
.mrnpete against Santa Clara Val-

ley Youth Villages Dick Kimmel’
and Ed Taylor, a pair of 15 -foot
vaulters.
Ex-Spartan Charley Clark, who
established a new American intercollegiate record of 8:45.4 in last
year’s All-Corners meet, will head
the two mile field.
Clark’s mark was erased just
last month by Oregon’s Dyrol
Burleson who clocked 8:42.5 at
Eugene, Ore, to set both an intercollegiate and American citizen’s mark. Clark, who now runs
for SCVVV, will be out after
that American citizen’s record
tonight.
Clark will have top competition
to spur him on. Spartan Jeff Fishback has a 9:03.2 clocking to his
credit this year. while San Francisco state’s Craig Spillman has
been close to that figure and
SJS freshman Danny Murphy has
done 9:10.0.
Another feature of the meet will
Membeis of tJrcheSis, SJS co- be Spartan
Ben Tucker’s assault
i,tarational modern dance group, on the four-minute mile. Tucker,
Aal attend a dance symposium to- who ran a 4:03.9 mile leg for the
:norrosv at Mills college, Oakland. SJS distance medley relay team
The day-long program will in- at Mt. Sac, has a best of 4:03.6
:.ude workshops and dance pies- in the mile this season. Teammate
ntations.
Ron Davis, who has run under
The SJS group will dance to 4:10 this year, will
attempt to
’Spring Road," "Empty Water push Tucker to
a sub-four minute
Glass," and "Ronde," choreotime.
graphed by students Kay Uemura.
The Fremont high school track
Pat
Kaiser
and
reJensen
Linda
Is favorable to record attempts.
spectively.
Three American records have
Other schools attending are:
been set In distance events in
Stanford. California at Berkeley,
the All-Comers meets over the
Fresno, Chico, San Francisco state
past three years. Buddy F.delen
nd Dominican college.
set a 10,000 meter record in
1959, Max Trues set a 5000 meter mark In 1960 and Clark esVOTE BILL
tablished his record last year.
I Other top competitors slated to
A S.B. VICE PRESIDENT
go in the meet include: Spartan
Dan Studney, javelin; Olympian
EXPERIENCED LEADERSHIP
Jerry Siebert, 880; SJS’ Harry
Edwards, discus; Fran Washington, hurdles; Jon Fromm, javelin;
\ I \()\V
Bob Ritchie, broad Jump; SCVYV’s
Herm Wyatt and Errol Williams,
high jump, and we-Spartan Bobby
Poynter and SJS Dennis Johnor as Low as
son, 100-yard dash.
SJS Coach Bud Winter predicts
Approved
a sellout of the 4400 seats. Admis$200.00 and up
sion prices are $1.50 for adults,
PER SErIESTER
$1 for students and 50 cents for
Unapproved
children 12 and under. Tickets are
on sale in the student affairs
$140.00 and up
business office, T1116.
a month
-

SJS Dance Group
Attends Symposium

ERDMAN

Fint
FcH Semester

SPARTAN RENTAL
SERVICE
485 So. S’Yh

CY 7-8877

EXPERT SHOE REPAIR
CLEANING & DYEING
For Quick Dependable
Service Come to

ECONOMY SHOE REPAIR
43 E. Santa Clara

Old \Norld Charm ill Dinint
America’s Most Beautiful Bolin-au
Authentic Bavarian F o4

5

Music Every Night
SUNDAY
+htough
TtiURSDAY

Die Rhinelander
Band

Wilda
Baughn

Fri. & Saf. Nites

rter P,ano

.-i/olbrau
ciarclen
CY 7-2002
51 So. Market
rtrtrriftiMMITIcriettionoMrffisrn. r

How To Get a Shave
"RAZOR-BLADE CLOSE"
With Any Electric Razor

2. Sets up your beard for
quicker, dour shave

LB

C

CtfiC
Shave

Lambda Delta Sigma defeated
the Allen haulers 18-0 in a game
that featured home runs by Bob
Reese, Shelley Beckstrand and Jim
Glongie.
LDS scored 13 runs in the second
Inning to take the lead. It scored
four in the third and one in the
fourth to complete the scoring.
Markham hall defeated the Police school by scoring eight runs in
the fourth Inning to take a 13-8
lead. The police could only tally
one run in the fifth as they went
down to a 13-9 defeat.

TOP or, YOUR
!WAVE WITH
wIlkem.
Ica Btu. 1:14’’’’’s4
AQUA Vag" Naiswi
etIr shay got,n

sports
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By DON CHAPMAN
A stabilized intramurals program with a participation of 50
per cent of the student population
at San Jose State. is the objective
of Intramurals Director Dan
Unruh.
In his first year as intramurals
head, Dr. Unruh has undertaken
an extensive research study of intramurals programs in schools
similar to SJS, and has set up a
schedule to increase the number
of sports offered in the program.
A native of New York City, and
a graduate of Bradley university,

Going into the fifth the Dodgers
were ahead 8-5, having scored four
in the second, one in the third and
two in the fourth.
The Sheiks’ scoring was confined
to the first, when they scored two
runs, and the fourth, when three
more came across, as well as the
winning runs in the fifth.
The Newman Knights downed
Sinfonia 9-7 with four runs in the
fourth inning.
It was a one-sided game until the
third inning with Newman leading
4-2. Sinfonia came up with a run
DR. DAN UNRUH
In the fourth and four in the fifth,
. . . directs intramural program
after the Knights had gotten four
Dr. Unruh has offered and plans
in the fourth, to pull within winto continue to offer some sports
bring
couldn’t
but
ning distance
on a "test" basis.
the winning runs across in the
"We have to sell some sports,
fifth.Errors on the part of Sinas slow piteh softball, besuch
fonia gave Newman the game.
cause the students don’t know
Moulder Hall defeated the Beav- what it is." he explaine&
ers 10-5 by scoring eight runs in
In some schools, such as Mac the last two innings.
Murray college in Illinois, where
With the score 4-2 in the fourth Unruh set up a brand new intrathe Moulder halters scored five murals program before coming
runs to take a 5-4 lead. They west, up to 83 per cent participascored three in the fifth to the tion in intramurals is found.
"Here we have a completely difBeavers’ one to win the contest.

Tigers, Gaels Face SJS
In Weekend Baseball Tilts
San Jose State’s ba:,eball team
ends its regular season today and
tomorrow with a doubleheader at
St. Mary’s scheduled for 1 p.m. today at Momga and another twinbill tomorrow at Stockton with
UOP at 1 p.m.
The Spartans have met these
teams earlier in the season, beating the Gaels twice, 8-2 and 9-4,
and splitting with the Tigers, winning 9-5 and losing 4-3.
The Spartans take a 7-1
WCAC record into the weekend
games.
In the earlier games, April 6,
against St. Mary’s, Gary Vice and
Ken Takahashi were the hitting
slats as they both collected two
hits in three trips to the plate in
the first game. Both men collected
two hits in the second game of the

series also.
Pitcher Bill Dawson gave
only three hits in the second gam,
of the twinhill.
The Spartana will be out for

1.25
Open 9-7 Mon. -Sot., Sun. 9-4

68 E. San Fernando
(0^ ho, I ImMi Camp., towa-d lawn)

SPARTAN it

Dr. Unruh Expands
Intramural Program

The Sheiks squeezed out a win
over the Draft Dodgers when Dave
Chaid hit a homer in the fifth inning to Win the game for the
Sheiks.

ALL HAIRCUTS

3. lubricates your skin for
smoother, mom comfort
able shave

williams

The largest score was run up by
OTA as it defeated AROTC 24-2.
OTA scored seven runs in the
first inning, seven more in the second, four in the third and six in
the fourth.

LEE’S ssili:8)BPER

1. Instantly vaportes
lawspiration to one razor drag

-

Heavy hitting and large scores
were the main features of Wednesday’s independent league intramural softball play.

remenge tomorrow against 1-OP
is the Tigers have been the only

PI ,.:111,11N1
SHVt on your face beforehand! It does these three
things.

Ann

Ball Play

a ity

team in the MAC to pin a (kfeat on SJS.
Pacific pitcher Rob Marconi won
the game for the Tigers March
20 by holding the Spat tans to three
runs on seven hits.
His UOP teammates scored four
runs on six hits to defeat the Spartans in the first game of the twinbill.
San Jose outhit the Tigers 8-2 in
the second game to down UOP 9-5.
Spartan pitcher Jim Visher,
in addition to throwing a twohitter, struck out nine men in the
seven inning game at Municipal
stadium.
The Tigers are led by first baseman Mike Reed, who has collected two hits In five trips against
the Spartans this year.
In the two games that UOP and
S.IS have played this year, the Ti gers have collected only eight hits
and hare erort,r1 nine runs.

ferent situation than does Mac Murray, because our on-campus
living percentage is low," he said.
"However, when we find the types
of sports the students would like
to participate in along with the
regular big ones, larger participation will come.’
Before going into intramurals
work, Dr. Unruh taught every
major college sport at Bethel
college in Kama. He has been
affiliated with coaching since
1930 and received hts doctorate
In recreation and physical education in 1955 at Indiana university.
While studying other schools’
intramurals programs, Dr. Unruh
has been writing a handbook of
rules and regulations, with a
sports calender which he plans to
alter each year until the stabilized
program has been reached.
For the fall of next year, Dr.
l’nruh has planned to institute
a cycling race and a horseshoes
event in addition to the already
substantial list of intramural
sports offered.
The following sports, listed with
last year’s and this year’s participation, are offered by the intramurals office:
1961-62
1960-61
Football-600
6148
434
Turkey trot-250
45
trimisnot offered
84
wrestling-85
165
swinuning-154
580
sorthall-192
table tennisnot offered
51
volleyball-120
220
badmintonnot offered
18
track and field .... on schedule
112
howling not offered
hike raccsnot off,
not off,
horseshoesnot off..
not off.
two-man volleyball
not offered
36
on schedule
golfnot off,
745
basketball-570
"We will get better participation when the students realize
that the department is working
for them and not against them. A
clearer understanding and better
communication are necessary," Dr.
’nruh explained.

Spartan Golfers
Win Over Gators
San Jose St.tte’s golf te.nn combined a group of impressive scores
to whip the San Francisco state
Gators, 23-4, yestet day at the San
Jose country club.
Tom Barber shot ten strokes
lower than he has previously in
competition this season, as h,
picked up a medalist 66, two I
strokes below John Lotz’ 68.
Other Spartan scores were Bill
Aragona’s 70, indicating he’s back
on the beam after some cold golf.
Gene Miranda’s 71. Jack Goetz’ 71,
and Grant liornboak’s 78.
Monday Coaches Walt McPherson and Jerry Vroom will pick four
men to represent S.TS in the West
Coast Athletic conference tournament, to be held at St. Mary’s collevr

COMING TO EUROPE THIS SUMMER?
If you are planning to buy or rent a car in Europe, we suggest
that you find out our low rates before finalizing. We offer the
lowest prices in Europe on many models. We are owned and
operated by former students, Texas A&M ’56, and U. of Md.
Phi Delta Theta ’61, so we know your special problems. Some of
our prices, including American specifications, registration and
touring documents, delivery costs, maps and a pat on the back:
Iforrls 1430 Mini -Minor
B. Debts.. Sedan
It. Midget
sunbeam Alpine
Daily i’hang.’ renting LW

51050
$12164
$1298
$1995
$2.95

Contact us before doing anything rash; even if you can’t make
Europe this summer ask about our import yourself plan.

EURAUTO N V Dept A Postbus 333. Rotterdam. Holland

To
Held
Here Today
1
By DON CHAPMAN
everybody wi,. lack next year."
Favored to retain its title, the said Krikorian, "and we will be
San Jose State tennis team went strong if the grades are okay."
into the West Coast Athletic conAccording to Krikorian, the
ference tennis tourney this morn- Spat tans’ 12-4 record added up to
"one of our better records in reing on the Spartan courts.
The Spartans blasted the Univer- cent seasons. Our matches against
sity of British Columbia here yes- Stanford 5-4 SJS victory and Cal
terday 8-1, to wind up the 1962 sea- 16-3 SJS defeat) were our best
this year."
son.
The Pepperdine Waves stand as
co-favorites in the tourney, owning the top seeded singles and doubles men.
"Pepperdlne Is really tough
this year," (’oath Butch KrIkoHan warned, "and should be I The women’s extramural tennis
rough In the tourney."
team will compete in the NorthGordie Stroud. who "played the ern California Invit a t ion a 1
best I’ve ever seen him play" yes- Women’s Collegiate Tennis tourterday, according to Krikorian, is nament today and tomorross at
second seeded and Lee Junta is Stanford,
fourth seeded. Bill Earls of UniTraveling to Stanford arr, sinversity of San Francisco is third. gles, Zo Sonkin, Sharon Russell:
The first matches of the tour- dou b les, Karen Ressey. Betty
nament started at 10 a.m. The II- Shimizu, Julie Wilson and Gerry
nals sill not he held until 1 p.m. ! Brencic.
Colleges and univelsities
toniorrow for singles. and 2 p.m.
for doubles. Semi-finals for sin- throughout the nort her n Caligles are 10:30 tomorrow morn- I ’ornia area sill be represented,
big, while semis for doubles will I according to Miss Helen White,
I instructor of physical education.
be held at 4 p.m. today.
Entered in the tourney along
with the Spartans and Waves arc
Loyola, the University of San
RENT A BIKE
Francisco, and Santa Clara.
Hourly,
daily, weekly, monthly
Stroud, showing his old tennis
All LightWolght Modals
buddies from Vancouver how CaliMEN’S
WOMEN’S
fornians play tennis, whopped BC’s
Call Now for Resenations
No. 1 man Joe Veit 6-0, 6-1 in singles play.
PAUL’S CYCLES
The Spartans. took all the sinCY 3-9766
WS The Alameda
gles matches in two sets. Bob
Burton won 6-4, 6-2 over Dave
WIghtman: Lre Junta M1111SIIPCI
Bob Johnson 6-3, 6-2; Stillson
Judah breezed by Franz Barpain 6-1. 6-4; Russ Wright
downed Lewis Dusin 6-2, 6-I: Bob
Adams whipped Pete Eng 6-0.
6-2: and Tom Quinn handled
John Kerr 6-3, 6-1.
In Doubles the Spartans los’
their only point and match of thr
day when Snow! and Burton fell
to Veit and Wightman in three set 6-8, 6-4, 6-3. Junta and Wright
took Hat-pain and Johnson 6-4.
6-2 and Judah and Adams took Ent.:
"MIDNIGHT BOWLING
and Kerr 6-1, 6-0.
ROMANTIC?"
"We’re not sure yet bni T

Women’s Net Team
In Stanford Clash

PALM BOWL
T.G.I.F.

VIP!

1 523 W. San Carlos
CY 4-2810

A LOT OF
LIMN’
A GEM COLLEGIATE
MEMBERSHIP MAKES
IT POSSIBLE FOR YOU!
Now you can do a lot of the living that has been staying
just out of your reach.
GEM Department Store of San Jose opens the way by
memannouncing a special Collegiate Membership
bership that brings you TREMENDOUS SAVINGS on all
your needs.
Just to give you an idea of what you’ll find in our 40
departments: Brand -name quality in men wear and
women’s fashions ... in sporting goods, cameras, jewelry,
health -and -beauty aids, records. Thousands of paperback books, including the classics: and reference books
by special ordering. Prescriptions filled. too. And *very
item in the store has the lowest price in towel
The giant GEM even has a huge supermrkat and
again, prices are unbelievably low. Almost a million
farrolly.members of the I6 GEM Stores from Boston to
Honolulu know that GEM sayings mean they can dr 4
let of lining and still have top-quality merchandise.
And now YOU, as a student, are eligible for GEM savings
through membership (renewable yearly) 40 costs only
SO cents. Come in todayi Please bring student-body
card as proof of eligibility

’*]E*IVIE

THE COMPLETE "PRIVATE" DEPARTMENT STORE

1717 NORTH FIRST STREET

SAN JOSE

SHOPPING HOURS:
Sr:tertiary. 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Wahdays. Neste to
P.M.
Siorday, N...t.S P.M.

Curious Youngsters
Await Tardy Chicks

r

Students Win
Scholarships Awarded Nature School
For Asilomar Confab Tuition Fees
Three SJS students have been tiding to the dynamic idea Of
granted scholarships from the Atlantic unity," McWilliams declared.
World Affairs council of northern
Calitortua to attend its 16th annual conference today, tomorrow
and Sunday at Asiturnar. south of
FkAluit ritttl.- lot 1.3,11.- magaMonterey
The scholarship holders ate Die - rine are now being accepted for
mar Demeter. a student from the fail Kitties ot the maga-rine.
France: Francis Azimi, a student Nkstrylabi should be submitted
from Iran and chairman of the to the l, ke office in the JourIntercultural council, and John nalban
Poetry with campue interest
Spofford, vice president of the
Regional Association of Interna- NM also be considered.
tional Relations clubs and IRC
Students who submitted fierepresentative tu the Intercultural Hon for the May 16 issue of
council.
Lyke may get their manuscripts
Phil McWilliams, president of bath by contacting filen Hobthe Intercultural council. who also ert., fiction editor, CY 7-3011
Iwtween X and II a.m.
is representing SJS at the conference, announced the winners ’
names.
McWilliams said a partial list ot
prospective lectures for the
three-day event includes Sir Leslie
Munro, former New Zealand ambassador To the U.S. and president of the 12th general assembly
of the United Nations.
Dennis Healy, labor party minister of Parliament, and W. RanMeinbeix ot Local 1564 of the
dolph Burgess, former under-secretary id the US. treasury and I State, County and Municipal Emp e r tit anent representaint’ 11) ! pluyees union, all of whom ate
t s the employed at San Jose State ColNATO, N ill alSO a II
lege, are conducting an essay congroup.
’ Essentially. the purpose of the test open to all SJS students on
conference is to help determine the subject "Should the Right to
whether the implication of broad Bargain Collectively be Extended
Atlantic cooperation are those of to Public Employees."

Lyke Fiction

Union Offers $50
In Essay Contest;
May 25 Deadline

opportunity or hazard for the U.S.! First prize in the contest, which
and to gain more information re- ends May 25, veil! be 550. Entries
may not exceed 2000 words. They
should be turned into Dr. Leon
Lee aseneiate rofessor of bush!
ness, TH100.
Contest judges will be Professor
Lee: Mrs. Suzanne Wiggins, asCLASSIFIED RATES:
sistant professor of economics: Dr.
25c a line first insertion
Bud R. Hutchinson, assistant pro20c lin* succeeding insertions
fessor of business and economics
2 line minimum
and Dr. William F. Stanton. asTO PLACE AN AD:
sociate professor of economics.
Call at Student Affairs Office
Union president Bill Jones said.
Room It, Tower Hall, or
in announcing the contest, that
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
labor unions have always proNo Phone Orders
moted educational endeavor and
his union "is anxious to do a small
a part by encouraging San Jose
FOR SALE
!State students."
Sterling Silver.
-e set b-.
.- Rose I. Cl 356.635o

CLASSIFIED

,

re, excel. nond
20
,

3500 m -es. 2

Job Interviews

Job Interviews will b held in the
St k ,,,,it sivroof.
off-, Ph.inh Placement office, Adm234, unless specifirld otherwise. Appointment lists are
I Bald. I.
; put out in advents of the interview.
1960 Matchless 650 cc Ism road equiPI I Students are requested to sign up early.
-d. CY 3-5119.
MONDAY
1952 Studebaker hardtop. Rad.o. hester
Gilroy city schools (Santa Clara
.,citott. $125. CY 5.5794.
county): elementary, junior high
’59 AJS 250 cc s.n.g’is motorcycle. Good and high school teacher candidates.
-. SseS Call AN 4.3961.
TFESDAY
Hi Fl monophonic preamplifier and imp Portersille union high school and
C’ 4.2927. Bruce, Ill -A.
junior college (Tulare county):
’58 Rambler 2 dr. sedan. 6 cyl.; over. high school and junior college
red,s, heater. 13.000 miles on new
- -e. Best offer over $850. Mike, 9:00 teacher candidates.
30 AN 4-2484.
University of California at
’55 Dodge Cone. P&H, power equip. Berkeley: majors in chemistry,
$400 or best offer. Cliff Olson. biochemistry, bacteriology, me86 R -I538
chanical and chemical engineering
for positions as research techniRENTALS
cians to assist faculty with projFor Sale or Rent: 5.. nth ;our show. etcs and design
work for engineers.
sani:aticnt Res ,nsble terms
635 So. ith, CV 4.51xj
Summer or rap

Revelries Tickets Today Last Chance
On Sale Tuesday To File Programs
Committee Data

Christian Science
Topic of Lecture

Class of ’37 Grads
Meet Tomorrow
g-rivilizites of the m.o.,
1937 will return to the camp
tomorrow for a 25-year reum,
In the cafeteria. Luncheon will
served at noon.
Reservations for the event tstill be made through the aim’
office. according to Ken Re.
alumni director. The cost is
per plate.
Master of ceremonies for l!
luncheon is Robert Doerr, cl of ’37 and present city councilm.,,

FOR AIRLINE RESERVATIONS

Furn rms. Male student.
bdrm. unfurn;sked
. stla/

tI’Ing !hi. $16
SCht/i,r,t141,
tuition fee to one of three West
Coast Nature school summer field
trips have been awarded to seven
students, Dr. At -fluid G. Awl.garth, professor of zoology, announced yesterday.
The scholarship winners are:
Jean Frost, Judith Herb, Patricia
Lawless, Austin Lucerti, Lillian
Richards, Carolyn Strek, and Nikki
Wing.
The seven students may select
which of the three field trips they
wish to attend.
Summer field trips scheduled
by West Coast Nature school are
Mammoth lake, June 17-22: Yo- 1
semite National park, June 24-29
and Asilomar, July 1-6.
General registration for the
Mammoth lake trip is scheduled
for Monday, In the lobby of the
new science wing at 8 a.m.
The $16 tuition fee must be paid
at the time of registration, Dr.
"V" FOR VICTORYJim Giussi enthusiastically displays his
Applegarth said.
"V" for victory as he bids for the lowly, common man’s candidate
Students may register for the
for student body president in "BMOC," the 1962 Revelries proYosemite and Asilomar trips at
duction. As the independents’ candidate for president Guissi
any time.
becomes involved in a warmly humorous plot of college politics.
The West Coast Nature school
"BMOC" will run May 11-12 in Morris Dailey auditorium.
is an outdoor field program spon1,4 I wall.",
sored by SJS. Students attendii:
the field trips can earn one oh.
of college credit in
sciences.
Dr. Applegarth said that sin.,
only a limited number of student,
can be taken on the trips, those
Tickets for "BMOC" i Big Man
wishing to join the Mammoth lake
group should arrive early for reg- On Campus) the 1962 Revelri,musical comedy, will go on sal istration.
--Tuesday in the Student Affair,
is the !mat day to subbusiness office.
mit applications for the appointive
Kevin Seligman, stiulent di- positions of Spartan
programs
rector for the production, said
tickets will cost 50 cents for stu- committee chairman and six members, according to ASB Personnel
dents and $1 for non -students.
At 7 p.m. Monday. Mrs. Mary
"A special date-bait ticket, set Officer Barney Goldstein.
Wellington Gale. Christian Science at 75 cents a couple, is being ofApplications, accompanied by
practitioner, will speak in Memo- fered to students," Seligman add- applicants’ photographs, are due
rial Chapel on "Christian Science: ed.
in the College Union, 313 S. Ninth
Its Stabilizing Influence in a
The gigantic musical opens May at., by noon. No application will
Changing World."
11-12 in Morris Dailey auditorium. be considered unless submitted
A native of Belmont, Mass.,
Jim Giussi and Marian Stave with a photo.
Mrs. Gale was educated at Smith star in the show which takes a
Interviews for the posts will be
college and the University of Chi- warmly humorous look at student
cago. She was in the advertising body elections on a college campus. conducted in the Union this afternoon from 2:30 to 5:30. Applicants
business before entering the pubThe original play was written are requested by Goldstein to sign
lic practice. of Christian Science by Sam Parkinson, a former SJS
up for interview times when turnin 1952. She resides in San Fran- student .
ing in applications.
cisco but has lectured throughout
Purpose of the committee is to
the United States, in Britain and
A coat of wax on the chrome plan and coordinate programs in
throughout Europe.
will keep The fields of art, musie, drama
The Christian Science organiiatet related fields.
ton at San Jose State well sp.,
sor Mrs. Gale’s speech, which ’Ail.
be open to the public.

CALL:

t. trIvl. SIO-1
’"_:Y 3 3neg

American

.

Pacific

For Rent: Two furnished, one bedroom
. ne
’Ir., pisste entrance.
.;
,c
cuse sa’rnm’n9 poc.I one
Phone 298-2737 ce
5’.

CY 3-1031
CY 3-1031
CY 3-1031

PSA
T.W.A.

WANTED
Closed garage. Prefer close to SJSC.
C 3-4355 aft 5:30 pre.
-.’iu
Johwanted: Used set
CS 5-2539
Studious roomcnste
Ci ¶6,.
$73 R & 8 CI’ 8.5030

CY 3-1031
CY 3-1031

United
Western
Pan American

.

CY 3-1031
CY 3-1031

Your Authorized Agent
for All Scheduled Airlines

Wonted: Irealdast hasher 3
for 3 ’heal, a Is.: 408 SC, 4’.
r

,,,..scr;r.r
Typing
thesis,
ediing. Reasonable. CY 30208,

partagui e

ERDMAN

T.G.I.F.

VIP!

EXPERIENCED LEADERSHIP

One of the main duties of the Student Council is to make this decision for you when the A.S.B. budget is approved.
This is YOUR money and your only control of it is through your elected representatives. We maintain that these representatives have not spent the money as a majority of the students would like to have had it spent. Our platform
urges the reduction of student body fees, the return of student funds to student control, institution of more realistic
representation of student interests, and student control of planning for the proposed student union building.
REDUCE STUDENT BODY FEES
The A.S.B. budget is almost entirely supported by mandatory
student body fees. Last year the budget totaled $270.000, of
which the g
f portion was spent on athletics ($75,000). We
advocate lowering the student body fee to the minimum necessary to provide the services required by the student body as a
whole. With more specific services provided on a "pay -es-you.
go" basis students would not be required to pity for activities
in which they had no Interest.

STUDENT CONTROL OF STUDENT
EXPENDITURES
Allocation of student funds has traditionally been in the hands
of the &Nod of Control. Administrators and faculty members con
stitute a majority of this Board. We submit that the agency which
plans the A.S.B. budget should be controlled by students rePtesentafires. so that they may allocate A.S.B. funds in the students
interest.

STUDENT UNION BUILDING PLANS
The College Union Budding Committee is presently "student’
faculty" agency under Administration control, despite a state law
which requires that Student Government be solely responsible for
financing the proposed student union building. In order to insure
that student funds will be used to fulfill student needs and desires,
it is imperative that this committee be placed under control of
the Student Council,

REPRESENTATION IN STUDENT GOVERNMENT
When students regain control of their financial affairs it ,s rital
that student representation be made more realistic. The present
system of Student Council representation is weak and ineffective
. However,
largely because council members are chosen by cl
most students think of themselves primarily in terms of their ToljOr
field or in terms of certain special interests, such as those of
commuters, married students, referent or residents of college
living groups. We will soplor the possibilities of improving the
system of rep
tation, while maintaining the princple of one
vote per student.

2.
3.
4.
S.
6.

WE WOULD LIKE TO EXPLORE WITH OUR FELLOW STUDENTS
THE FOLLOWING PROGRAMS:
Student control of Spartan Shops Board and review of bookstore pricing and
discount policies.
Revision of AWS rules.
Development of a Student Credit Union, supported by the ASB.
Regular representation of student interests to the State College’s Board of
Trustees.
More adequate housing for married students.
Representation of SJS in national affairs through membership in the National
Student Association,
Intensive study to improve lecture programs, e.g. establishment of Speakers
Bureau.

t-m travel agency
SDA SLATE

Superfluous hair removed permanently
R. E.. 210 So. 1st St. CY 4-4499.!
Nar.P

Bill Sumner
Brian Paddock
V. -bony" SANTANA
Phone Cypress 3 -tall
A

Lost: Mon’s watch, gold Illuto,e Sea ’thus
17’, roen)d. Co,v-+ CY 5.6584 on 641,
So teit St,

SJS Greek Club
Sponsors Dance

Students For Democratic Action:

Porsomets

LOST AND POUND

Pat Possess, Willow Glen high
school senior, won the $500 Bernard II. Ridder scholarship in a
contest among 22 top high school
journalists in Santa Clara minty
yesterday at SJS.
The scholarship, sponsored for
the second successive year by the
San Jose Mercury and News, is
named in honor of the father of
Joseph B. Ridder, the newspaper’s
publisher.
Powers. editor of his school
paper, Ram Pages, plans to attend
San Jose State next semester as a
journalism major. His journalism
instructor is Miss Ruth Byers.
The scholarship was awarded on
the basis of newswriting and current events examinations administered by the Journalism and Advertising department faculty and
coordinated by Pearce Davies. as,siate professor ut journalisni.
Second place seas awarded to
Charles Anderson, editor of the
Cupertino high school Prospector.
lie plans to attend Foothill junior
...11ege and SJS after graduation.
Allyson Young, an editor of the
I.os Altos high school Lance, earn"May in Athci,
ed third place. She plans to attend
sored by the :51,al,..11, ,,,:ek eiuth
Stanford university.
is scheduled for tomorrow at /I
p.m. at the St. Nicholas Greek
Orthodox church loe,ded at 1260
S
Davis st.
Admision is 545 cents for shi
rt)t 1 t i
sp.,rt.im spears, lost and found dents and $1 for general isinn,sale. Outer Quad, 8:30 a.m.-3:30 simlRm.
Women’s Recreation assn., golf
NO PRESTIGE
WC; patio, 2:30 p.m.
Modern fireek club, sprin is
BUT GOOD LOOT
dance. St. Nicholas church. 1260
Canvass for patio appts.
Davis st.. 5-12 p.m.
Call CY 2-4700
Alpha Lambda Delta, meeting
for prospective members. cafeteria ,.1111111111nitifitimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimie
!
room A, 3:30 p.m.
Kolo club, meeting. WG22, 7-10
VOTE BILL
p.m.
-A.S.B. VIC! !RESIDENT

DOLLARS AND SENSE PLATFORM

7.

SERVICES

H.S. Editor
Wins Contest

11111,11..n,
questions go swirling and
through
inquisitive minds of 27 small th.,
c,.
dren who play at the
child
velopment laboratory in the dilion;
Economics budding
The present source ot ,11 ii
probing questions and
.
are simply, six, 111111,5A5lln,
day, normal cinelon
difference with tiles.
they are -full-of-hi,
bruught to SJS a week agi,
a hatchery which hail hoil
u.
in incubation since April 11.
The eggs were supposH hatch yestenlay, according to
ill,
Joyce Bolton, assistant
professor
of home economics. No life
has
been felt or seen yet
Within a tiny, wooden chicken
house, the prima donna eggs
while
the days away in, approxanately, a
basket of a deep fry cooker
’borrowed" by Professor Bolton
from
the home economics kitchen.
In the basket itself, the -chicks,
to-be" rest luxuriously upon a beg
of fluffy, pastel pink flannel.
A
light is kept on above them 24
hours a day as the temperature
must be kept at 1110 degrees -110
degrees.
The pondering, excited stares
they receive’ seem ti, -tilt the
clucks just fine to ilie chiltirrit
&stress, they seem to he potion,
ing their much -awaited &hot %salt
deliberate intention.

Nat Would ou lo With $270,000 4 year?

I.

with

K Pitt In STAVIti
Waiting. Waiting. Where are
they? Where did they come from?
What will they look like? Will
they have feathers? Do they have
ears? Can they twist" Why don’t
they hurry!
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ASB President
Kathie Russo
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